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Abstract. Decentralized Finance (DeFi) has brought about decentral-
ized applications which allow untrusted users to lend, borrow and ex-
change crypto-assets. Many of such applications fulfill the role of markets
or market makers, featuring complex, highly parametric incentive mech-
anisms to equilibrate interest rates and prices. This complexity makes
the behaviour of DeFi applications difficult to understand: indeed, ill-
designed incentive mechanisms could potentially lead to emergent un-
wanted behaviours. We argue that theories, techniques and tools rooted
in formal methods can provide useful instruments to better understand,
specify and analyze DeFi systems. We summarize in this paper our first
steps towards a theory of DeFi based on formal methods, and we overview
the open challenges and opportunities for formal methods in DeFi.

1 DeFi Archetypes and their Formalization

The emergence of permissionless, public blockchains has given birth to an entire
ecosystem of crypto-tokens representing digital assets and derivatives. Facilitated
and accelerated by smart contracts and standardized token interfaces [1], these
so-called decentralized finance (DeFi) applications promise an open alternative
to the traditional financial system. Prior foundational research in the domain of
DeFi has been thoroughly summarized in [24].

To study properties emerging from the interaction between users and DeFi
applications, we have initiated our line of research towards a theory of DeFi
by focusing on the identification of archetypal DeFi applications and on the
development of executable specifications for them, based on manual inspection
of the underlying implementations of mainstream implementations. Our formal
specifications encompass (abstractions of) the underlying economic incentive
mechanisms [5, 15, 16] and pave the way towards a generalized theory of DeFi
archetypes and their interactions, which may be intractable from analysis at
the implementation level alone. These executable semantics represents a first
step towards domain-specific languages for decentralized finance, where DeFi
contracts are composed from formally specified primitives and thus exhibit well-
defined, analyzable behaviour inferred from the language semantics. The main
archetypes we have considered so far are Lending Pools (LPs) [7] and Automatic
Market Makers (AMMs) [8].



Lending Pools Lending pools are decentralized applications which allow mu-
tually untrusted users to lend and borrow crypto-assets. In [7], we formalize all
interactions between users and LPs, thereby providing a complete specification
for the economic functionality of LPs. Our model allows to formally state and
specify fundamental properties of LPs, like e.g. correct accounting of minted
tokens and preservation of the supply of deposited tokens, which are crucial
to ensure consistency in exchange and distribution of tokens enabled by LPs.
Furthermore, our model allows one to reason about rational agents, which are
incentivized to liquidate loans in return for discounted collateral or perform de-
posits immediately prior to interest accrual. We also provide solid arguments for
the design of incentives of LPs, for example by formally proving that depositors
can potentially redeem more tokens than they deposited, and by identifying the
conditions under which redeems are not possible. In this regard, we formalize
notions of utilization safety, which represents a utility trade-off between bor-
row and redeem actions, moderated by a dynamic interest rate. In LPs, loans
are secured by collateral: yet, there exist LP states in which the borrower is
no longer incentivized to return loan should the agent’s collateralization drop
below a certain threshold. We formally characterize such collateral-safe states.
Finally, we exploit both notions of safety to illustrate attacks on utilization and
collateralization, aimed at undermining the incentive mechanisms of LPs.

Automatic Market Makers Automatic market makers allow users to ex-
change units of different types of crypto-assets, without the need to find a
counter-party. In [8], we develop a theory for AMMs, specifying their possi-
ble interactions and their economic mechanisms. One of the results we provide
is a concurrency theory for AMM actions. In particular, we show that sequences
of deposit and redeem actions can be ordered interchangeably, resulting in ob-
servationally equivalent AMM states. We prove fundamental preservation prop-
erties for our AMM specification, like e.g. the preservation of deposited token
supplies, and token liquidity, which ensures that deposited tokens cannot be
frozen in an AMM application. Furthermore, we introduce a formal notion of
incentive-consistency : AMM’s rely on a dynamic exchange rate governed by a
so-called trading invariant. Notably, we formalize the key incentive mechanism,
the arbitrage game, for all trading invariants which are incentive-consistent, thus
facilitating formal analysis of AMM behaviour which can be generalized beyond
the mainstream constant-product AMMs.

2 Next Steps, Challenges and Opportunities

The identification and formalization of DeFi archetypes is only the first step
towards a general theory of DeFi. There are many steps ahead, and new avenues
for future research, full of challenges and opportunities. We discuss some of
them, focusing mostly on issues that arise when considering DeFi ecosystems
as composed by a set of collaboration or competing agents, interacting through
possibly separate contract execution environments enabled by miners, who may
have transaction ordering privileges and their own goals.
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Agent strategies The formal methods toolbox provides a plethora of spec-
ification tools and languages to specify systems composed of concurrent ac-
tors [21, 25]. In order to formally analyze the emergent behaviour of such a
system, a specification of all user strategies must be defined or synthesised.
Here we distinguish between rational strategies, which are risk-free actions in-
creasing the user’s net wealth and strategies which are speculative, driven by an
agent’s expectation of a future system state which is not guaranteed: attempting
a liquidation action, for example, is a rational strategy as the actor will obtain
collateral at a discounted rate or at worst, fail to execute any action at all if the
transaction fails. On the other hand, depositing funds in a LP is speculative, as
it is based on an expectation of future interest, regulated by future actions of
borrowers and depositors.

Whereas there appears to be a clear path towards formal specification of ra-
tional strategies in DeFi systems, the specification of speculative agent behaviour
in DeFi remains an open question. For individual DeFi archetypes, agent-based
models have been proposed [2, 17] with a focus on rational behaviour, yet the
specification of economically speculative strategies in a wider, composition of
DeFi application remains an open research challenge.

Classical agent-based models from economic disciplines feature specification
techniques of economically (speculative) agent behaviour: here, we also observe
that stochastic model checking tools from formal methods are increasingly de-
ployed [22] in the economic research community and suggest that stochastic
model checking of agent-based models of DeFi systems may provide a path for-
ward towards the automatic analysis of agent strategies.

A model of transaction concurrency Actions performed in DeFi systems
are generally not concurrent: this is observable with AMMs, for example, where
an actor with transaction ordering privileges can benefit from ordering its own
transaction before and after that of the victim [18,26]. More generally, the ability
of miners to extract value beyond transaction fees from specific sequences of
DeFi interactions has been denoted miner-extractable-value (MEV) [13]. Thus,
a formal model of a DeFi system composed by different DeFi applications must
also feature a notion of incentive-consistent action sequences in the presence of
rational agents with transaction ordering privileges.

Such analysis is further complicated by atomic chains of transactions, such
as those obtained by nested contract calls in Ethereum. Here, the sequencing of
individual actions within the call-chain is determined by the authorizing user:
this can result in DeFi exploits amplified by flash loans [10, 19, 23]. As transac-
tions, call-chains must also exhibit consistency with miner transaction ordering
incentives: here, we note a lack of formal models to integrate call-chain semantics
with formal models of MEV.

A model of transaction ordering may ultimately facilitate the automated
analysis of a DeFi system specification, given that it narrows the set of valid
interaction sequences. Given sufficiently specified agent strategies, such a theory
may pave the way towards novel model checking techniques in DeFi.
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Cryptographic protocol composition Cryptographic protocols play an in-
creasingly central role in DeFi systems, as they allow DeFi applications to keep
private selected parts of the application state: public execution introduces in-
centives (MEV) which challenge DeFi security, but the public execution of user
actions also compromises privacy. The popularity of crypto-asset mixers [4]
powered by ZK-SNARK proofs on the Ethereum blockchain foreshadows the
emergence of privacy-focused DeFi applications, which in turn, may open new
approaches to mitigate MEV. Private order-matching has been proposed with
multi-party-computation techniques [11], and we foresee similar techniques for
DeFi applications. Furthermore, advanced cryptographic protocols improve scal-
ability: many DeFi applications have migrated to ZK-rollups [3] in order to ab-
sorb the increased user demand on the Ethereum blockchain.

For the secure composition of cryptographic protocols deployed for both
privacy and scalability, the formal methods community may contribute both
classical information flow [12] analysis techniques and cryptographic protocol
composition analysis [14]: as a multitude of privacy-focused and scalable appli-
cations are composed in a single system, we highlight the formal analysis of safe
cryptographic protocol composition in DeFi as an new research frontier.

Domain-specific languages Since the analysis of security aspects of DeFi
applications will invariably involve specifications of agents and miners, higher
abstractions of DeFi specification will arguably be of interest to the DeFi and
formal methods communities. Domain-specific languages with formal semantics
(e.g. [6, 9, 20]) provide suitable specification means for such abstractions. More-
over, they fulfill two purposes: firstly, they enable formal reasoning and security
proofs. Secondly, DeFi-specific languages can provide built-in security guaran-
tees, given a foundational theory of the underlying DeFi system.

3 Concluding Remarks

We thank the organizing committee of the first edition of the DeFi workshop
for the fruitful exchange of research ideas on the topic of decentralized finance
and encourage the DeFi community to join us in extending the formal methods
toolkit in addressing the open security challenges in decentralized finance present
today and those emerging on the horizon.
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